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Secure software:
a shared responsibility?
Today, many flaws in the security of an IT infrastruc

The duty of care. Damage can only be recovered if there

Software vendors regularly release updates to address

liability, these are minimum cybersecurity requirements.

ture are caused by vulnerabilities in software.

known vulnerabilities. Yet we still see many software
developers for whom security is more of a closing

item than a spearhead. At the same time, we see that
software users do not always perform updates on

is a violation of a “standard”. In the case of cybersecurity
For example, these requirements are laid down in the
contract or are reflected in the nature of the B2B
relationship.

time and are thus vulnerable to cyber attacks. And if

Damage. Obviously there must be (quantifiable) damage

ty was it to have security in order? Was it the software

for example, is often difficult to quantify.

an attack does eventually happen, whose responsibili

vendor who supplied an unsafe product? Or was it the

in order to be able to recover it. Reputational damage,

customer who had to take measures to protect

Causality. There must be a causal link between the

vendor have to provide its software with security

suffered by the purchaser.

themselves better? And how long does a software
updates?

These are all issues to which there is no simple answer.
Yet the answers are very

incomplete provision of cyber security and the damage

Burden of proof. In principle, the burden of proof lies

with the party that wishes to recover the damage. This

relevant, because more and

“We see that software users do not always

held about legally establis-

perform updates on time and are thus

cybersecurity, in other words:

vulnerable to cyber attacks.”

more discussions are being
hing responsibilities in this
software liability.

Software liability is about the possibilities of recovering

cybersecurity damage in a B2B relationship. An example
of this is an organization that is hacked because it uses

insecure software from a supplier and suffers damage as

makes the possibility of

recovering damage enor-

mously difficult because the
purchasing party cannot
simply look into the ICT

systems of a supplying party.

Bargaining power. Large parties generally exclude

liability completely and also limit their duty of care. At

least in the perception of SME parties, there is little to no
negotiation about this.

a result. For example, hackers could use the vulnerability

We have a few lines of thought to improve the system:

And who is responsible then? The software supplier who

Clarify agreements on cybersecurity with the sector so

software?

with the agreements regarding cybersecurity. For

in that software to gain access to sensitive company data.
delivered an unsafe product? Or the buyer of the

Recent research showed that the legal and economic

barriers are often too great to make redress practically
possible. Some important barriers are:
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that it becomes clearer when a supplier does not comply
example, the development of a model SLA that can be
used when entering into a contract with a supplier.

Simplify the burden of proof by making it easier to prove
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both damage and the link between the damage and the

cybersecurity measures. And the discussion about

However, one could also think about more severe

hope that this important topic will be discussed in more

deficient cybersecurity.

measures for large multinationals such as Google,

Microsoft and Amazon. Within a B2B relationship,

freedom of contract is important (and so the government
should, in principle, be restrained in intervening in the

market), unless, for example, there is such a difference in
bargaining power that the strong party can abuse this.
In those situations, we could build on the following

mindset: mandatory offering of a form of liability by

major international software providers, so that not all

liability is excluded by default. Or, drawing up standard

clauses that suppliers and therefore multinationals must
adhere to.

As said, the discussion about the (distribution of)

software liability does not have simple answers. It is not

a very sexy topic either. However, in the end, cybersecuri-

ty is all about the proper distribution of responsibilities in
order to give parties the right incentives and information
that allows them to implement the most effective
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responsibilities inevitably has a legal component. We
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